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Introduction.
In 2011 Aecom, acting as consultants to the Department for Transport (DfT) produced a
report studying lorry parking in the UK. One of the conclusions in that report was that in the
South East of the UK, and particularly in the East of England, the demand for facilities
evidenced by the use of lay-bys and on road parking by drivers to take their rest and legal
breaks was disproportionately high at 615 ‘excess vehicles’ per night on the network.
Table 1 below from the executive summary of the Aecom report presents a national
overview and shows that the primary pressure occurs in the South East of the UK.

The growth in consumer demand and the increased volumes of imports and exports through
ports and airports in the South East of the UK over a number of years has changed
distribution patterns and with portcentric activity increasing this will continue.
Whatever the reason for the high demand for commercial vehicle parking, solutions are not
yet well understood. Criminal activity involving thefts of vehicles and thefts from vehicles is
also high.
Figure 1 below provides a breakdown of what parking opportunities were observed and
taken by drivers set against estimated regional capacity.
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The East of England Freight Quality Patnership (EE FQP) received presentations from
Aecom on this in 2012 and noted that the Aecom Study called for Local Government and
others to work together to address this issue and develop solutions. It is currently
understood that little has been done on this, and this proposal seeks to address this on
behalf of the East of England Regional Transport Forum (EE RTF).
Proposal.
The EE FQP would like to ask Aecom to research further on behalf of the East of England
and analyse why the demand for lorry parking is so extreme and suggest solutions.
The Freight Transport Association and the Road Haulage Association would need to be
involved as would the Highways Agency and DfT. They are all represented in the EE FQP.
Meaningful but limited research could then point the EE RTF in the direction of solutions to
this issue which may be adopted over time to allow better strategic plans to be developed
improving supply chain efficiencies, and thereby encourage economic growth in the East of
England.
Conclusion.
The EE FQP asks for agreement to talk with Aecom about the scope of the research and the
funds required to proceed. Throughout the EE FQP would be the managing agents for this
project and asks for agreement to proceed on this basis, and report back to the to the EE
RTF.
David Bell Chairman – The East of England Freight Quality Partnership.
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